This paper considers the development of a method for abstracting continuous dynamical systems by timed automata. The method is based on partitioning the state space of dynamical systems with invariant sets, which form cells representing locations of the timed automata.
I. INTRODUCTION
Verifying properties such as safety is important for any system. Such verification is based on reachability calculations or approximations. Since the exact reachable sets of continuous and hybrid systems in general are incomputable [1] a lot of attention has been paid to their approximations. Yet reachability is decidable for discrete systems such as automata and timed automata; consequently, there exists a rich set of tools aimed at verifying properties of such systems. Therefore, abstracting dynamical systems by discrete systems would enable verification of dynamical systems using these tools.
There are basically two methods for verifying continuous and hybrid systems. The first is to over-approximate the reachable states by simple convex sets as in [2] . The second method is based on abstracting the original system into a description with reduced complexity, while preserving certain properties of the original systems. This is accomplished for hybrid systems in [3] and for continuous systems in [4] .
In this paper, continuous systems are abstracted by timed automata. This concept is primarily motivated by [4] where slices are introduced to improve abstractions of continuous systems. A slice is a counterpart of a single direction in continuous systems. In short, the aim of [4] is to abstract autonomous continuous systems with timed automata by partitioning the state spaces of the dynamical systems into cubes along the coordinate axis, as shown in Fig. 1 . Each cube is then associated with a discrete location of the timed automaton. In addition to the cells we also use slices to generate the abstraction. This is done to reduce the overapproximation of the abstraction. A slice is a collection of This work was supported by MT-LAB, a VKR Centre of Excellence. Christoffer Sloth is with Department of Computer Science, Aalborg University, 9220 Aalborg East, Denmark csloth@cs.aau.dk Rafael Wisniewski is with the Section of Automation & Control, Aalborg University, 9220 Aalborg East, Denmark raf@es.aau.dk cells, and it is illustrated in Fig. 1 by the shaded region. The introduction of slices makes it possible to improve the time information for the timed automaton abstracting the considered system. The figure illustrates a vector field of a linear system and a partitioning of its state space into cubes. The shaded area indicates a slice. This paper adopts the idea of considering both cells and slices for abstractions. However, instead of just partitioning the state space into e.g. cubes, a partitioning is proposed that allows the abstraction to posses as much of the dynamics of the continuous system as possible. This approach is complement to most previous work on abstractions of continuous systems, as our objective is to discover what is possible to model by timed automata and to determine the computational cost of doing this. To answer these two questions we partition the state space in accordance with the vector field of the considered system. This is clearly not done in the partition illustrated in Fig. 1 . In conclusion the following problem is formulated.
Problem 1: Given an autonomous dynamical system, find a partition of its state space, which allows arbitrary close over-approximation of the reachable set by a timed automaton.
The abstraction to be addressed preserves safety and has an upper bound on the size of the over-approximation of the reachable set. Furthermore, it is possible to reduce the size of the upper bound to an arbitrary small value, for a class of systems, by refining the partitioning. Hence, we can obtain an abstraction with arbitrary precision of the reachable set.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II contains preliminary definitions utilized throughout the paper, Section III explains the partitioning of the state space, and Section IV describes how a timed automaton can be generated from the partition of a state space. In Section V conditions are set up for the partition, followed by a proposed method for synthesizing such a partition in Section VI. An example is provided in Section VII and Section VIII comprises conclusions.
II. PRELIMINARIES
The purpose of this section is to provide some definitions related to autonomous dynamical systems and timed automata. An autonomous dynamical system Γ = (X, f ) is a system with state space X ⊆ R n and dynamics described by ordinary differential equations f :
The function f is assumed to be locally Lipschitz. Additionally, we assume linear growth of f , then according to Theorem 1.1 in [5] there exists a solution of (1) on the time interval (−∞, ∞).
The solution of (1), from an initial state x 0 ∈ X at time t ≥ 0 is described by the flow function φ Γ :
for all t ≥ 0. Lyapunov functions are utilized in stability theory and are defined in the following [6] .
Definition 1 (Lyapunov Function): Assume that a mapping f : R n → R n is continuous on G ⊂ R n and that G is open and connected. Then a real non-degenerate function ψ : R n → R differentiable on G is said to be a Lyapunov function for the differential equation shown in (1) if p is a critical point of f ⇔ p is a critical point of ψ
and ∃ α > 0 and an open neighborhood of each critical point p, where ||ψ(x)|| ≥ α||x − p||.
(5) Note that we do not require positive definiteness of ψ.
Definition 2 (Reachability for Dynamical System): The reachable set of a dynamical system Γ from a set of initial states X 0 ⊆ X on the time interval [t 1 , t 2 ] is defined as
(6) The dynamical system will be abstracted by a timed automaton. Therefore, a definition of timed automaton is provided in the following [7] . In the definition, a set of clock constraints Ψ(C) for the set C of clocks is utilized. Ψ(C) contains all invariants and guards of the timed automaton, consequently it is described by the following grammar [8] :
c 1 , c 2 ∈ C, k ∈ R, and ⊲⊳∈ {≤, <, =, >, ≥}.
Note that the clock constraint k should usually be an integer, but in this paper no effort is done in converting the clock constraints into integers.
Definition 3 (Timed Automaton): A timed automaton, A, is a tuple (L, L 0 , C, Σ, I, ∆), where • L is a finite set of locations, and L 0 ⊆ L is the set of initial locations. • C is a finite set of clocks all with values in R ≥0 . • Σ is the input alphabet. • I : L → Ψ(C) assigns invariants to locations, where Ψ(C) is the set of all clock constraints, see (7) .
relations. The transition relations provide edges between locations as tuples (l,
is the guard set, σ is a symbol in the alphabet Σ, and R l→l ′ ∈ 2 C gives the set of clocks to be reset. We use the mapping v : C → R ≥0 for a clock valuation on a set of clocks C. Additionally, the initial valuation is denoted v 0 , where v 0 (c) = 0 for all c ∈ C.
Analog to the solution of (1) shown in (2), a run of a timed automaton is defined in the following.
Definition 4 (Run of Timed Automaton): A run of a timed automaton A is a possibly infinite sequence of alternations between time steps and discrete steps in the following form
The multifunction describing a run of a timed automaton is
if and only if the timed automaton A initialized in l 0 can be in location l at time t = i t i . From the run of a timed automaton, the reachable set is defined below.
Definition 5 (Reachability for Timed Automaton): The reachable set of a timed automaton A with initial locations L 0 on the time interval [t 1 , t 2 ] is defined as
III. GENERATION OF FINITE PARTITION
The proposed abstraction is based on partitioning the state space of Γ into a finite number of cells. Therefore, the supporting concepts for such a partition are provided in this section.
It is proposed to partition the state space by intersecting slices defined as the set-difference of positive invariant sets.
Definition 6 (Slice): A nonempty set S is a slice if it is a union of cells and there exist two sets A and B such that 1) B is a proper subset of A, i.e. B ⊂ A.
2) A and B are positively invariant, 3) S = cl(A\B). The slices are defined to be set-differences of positive invariant sets, to ensure a unidirectional flow through the boundaries of the slices. In contrast to [4] , this ensures a nonzero minimum time for staying in each slice.
To devise a partition of a state space, we need to define collections of slices, called slice-families.
Definition 7 (Slice-Family): A slice-family S is a collection of slices generated by the positive invariant sets A 1 ⊂ A 2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ A k covering the entire state space of Γ, thereby
For convenience |S| is defined to be the number of slices in the slice-family S, thus S = {S 1 , . . . , S |S| }. We say that S is generated by the sets {A i |i = 1, . . . , k}.
A family of functions is associated to each slice-family S, to provide an easy way of describing the boundary of a slice. These functions are called partitioning functions.
Definition 8 (Partitioning Function): Let S be a slicefamily, then a continuous function ψ :
and a i , a ′ i are regular values of ψ, cf. [9] . By implicit function theorem, the boundary,
The locations of the timed automaton are associated with cells, and are formed by intersecting slices.
Definition 9 (Transversal Intersection of Slices): We say that slices S 1 and S 2 intersect each other transversally and write
if their boundaries, bd(S 1 ) and bd(S 2 ), intersect each other transversally. Definition 10 (Extended Cell): Let {S i |i ∈ {1, . . . , k}} be a collection of k slice-families and define G = {1, . . . , |S 1 |} × · · · × {1, . . . , |S k |}. Denote the j th slice in S i by S (i,j) and let g ∈ G. Then
Any nonempty set e ex,g will be called an extended cell. Note that the set G is used in the remainder of the paper. These cells are denoted extended cells, since the transversal intersection of slices may form multiple disjoint sets.
Proposition 1 (Proof in [10] ):
The next example clarifies the indexing of extended cells in Definition 10.
Example 1 (Indexing Extended Cells): Given three slicefamilies {S i |i = 1, 2, 3}, an extended cell is indexed according to ordering of the slices defining it, as shown below. e ex, [9, 5, 27] = S (1, 9) ⋔ S (2,5) ⋔ S (3, 27) .
(14)
Notice that the vector g from Definition 10 equals [9, 5, 27] in this example. 
We say that the slices S (1,g1) , . . . , S (k,g k ) generate the cell. A finite partition based on the transversal intersection of slices is defined in the following.
Definition 12 (Finite Partition): Let S be a collection of slice-families, S = {S i |i = 1, . . . , k}. Then the finite partition K(S) is defined to be the collection of all cells generated by S according to Definition 11. An abstraction function associates the cells of a partition K(S) to the locations of a timed automaton.
Definition 13 (Abstraction Function): Let K(S) = {e 1 , . . . , e m } for some m ∈ N be a finite partition of the state space X. Then an abstraction function for (X, K(S)) is a multifunction α K : X → 2 K(S) defined by
IV. GENERATION OF TIMED AUTOMATON FROM FINITE PARTITION
To obtain a timed automaton A from a finite partition K(S) we have adopted the procedure presented in [4] , except that we exclude the clock and constraints that are related to the time for traversing a cell. These can however be added to improve accuracy. Given a partition K(S), the timed automaton A = (L, L 0 , C, Σ, I, ∆) is generated using the procedure shown below.
• Locations: Let the locations of A be given by
This means that a location e (g,h) is associated to all states within the cell e (g,h) of the partition K(S). • Clocks: Given k slice-families, the number of clocks equals k i.e. C = {c 1 , . . . , c k }. The clock c i monitors the time for being in slices of S i . • Invariants: In each location e (g,h) there are up to k invariants, providing upper bounds on the time for staying in the k slices generating the cell. We impose an invariant whenever there is an upper bound for the time for staying in a slice generating the cell e (g,h)
where t S (i,g i ) ∈ R ≥0 is an upper bound on the time for staying in S (i,gi) . • Input Alphabet: The input alphabet Σ consists of symbols σ 1 , . . . , σ k , where σ i is associated with transitions between pairs of slices in S i = {S (i,1) , . . . , S (i,|Si|) }. • Transition relations: For every pair of locations, e (g,h) and e (g ′ ,h ′ ) , satisfying the following two conditions 1) e (g,h) and e (g ′ ,h ′ ) are adjacent cells in the state space i.e. e (g,h) ∩ e (g ′ ,h ′ ) = ∅, and 2) g ′ i ≤ g i for i = 1, . . . , k there is a transition relation
where:
and t S (i,g i ) ∈ R ≥0 is a lower bound on the time for staying in S (i,gi) . Note that g i − g ′ i = 1 whenever a transition labeled σ i is taken.
For convenience the following notion is introduced.
Definition 14: Let S be a collection of slice-families, i.e. S = {S i |i = 1, . . . , k}. Then A (S) is the timed automaton generated by S according to (17)-(19c).
Remark 1: Nonetheless the locations of A(S) are associated with cells of K(S), we will also utilize the timed automaton A ex (S) with locations associated to extended cells, i.e. L = {e ex,g |g ∈ G}.
(20)
The other steps of the procedure are identical for the two timed automata A(S) and A ex (S). It is convenient if the timed automaton abstracting the deterministic dynamical system is also deterministic.
Proposition 2 (Proof in [10] ): A (S) is a deterministic timed automaton, if and only if for each cell e (g,h) and for all i = 1, . . . , k the set
is connected. Under certain conditions it is possible to generate the timed automaton as a parallel composition of multiple timed automata.
Definition 15 (Parallel Composition of Timed Automata): The parallel composition of two timed automata,
, is denoted by A = A 1 ||A 2 and is a tuple (L, L 0 , C, Σ, I, ∆) where:
Proposition 3 (Proof in [10] ): Let A ex (S) be a timed automaton, with locations associated to extended cells, and let the slices of S be generated such that for each pair S (i,gi) and S (j,gj ) , with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, g i ∈ {1, . . . , |S i |}, g j ∈ {1, . . . , |S j |}, we have
Then A ex (S) is isomorphic to the parallel composition of k timed automata each generated by one slice-family S i . Remark 2: A parallel composition of timed automata A i (S i ) for i = 1, . . . , k is similar to intersecting slices of the slice-families S i . Therefore, the intersection of slices should be nonempty to let the locations of the timed automaton A ex (S) be such a parallel composition. The property that A ex (S) is isomorphic to the parallel composition of k timed automata is very important for computations on the timed automaton, since it allows parallel verification of the k timed automata with only one clock. Furthermore, it makes it possible to sequentially add slicefamilies to the abstraction or replacing or refining slicefamilies, to improve the accuracy of the abstraction.
Proposition 4: Let A ex (S) = A 1 (S 1 )|| . . . ||A k (S k ) be a timed automaton and let A 1 (S 1 )|| . . . ||A j (S j ) be safe, for some j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Then A ex (S) is also safe.
Under certain conditions, the timed automaton A ex (S) is bisimilar to the timed automaton A(S), according to the following definition [11] .
Definition 16 (Timed Bisimulation):
• For all l 1 ∈ L 0,1 there exists l 2 ∈ L 0,2 with (l 1 , l 2 ) ∈ R, and for all l 2 ∈ L 0,2 there exists l 1 ∈ L 0,1 with (l 1 , l 2 ) ∈ R. • For all (l 1 , l 2 ) ∈ R the following holds 1) I 1 (l 1 ) = I 2 (l 2 ).
We say A 1 and A 2 are bisimilar if there exists a bisimulation R for (A 1 , A 2 ).
In the next proposition we show when the timed automata A(S) and A ex (S) are related by bisimulation.
Proposition 5 (Proof in [10] ): Let S = {S 1 , . . . , S k } be a collection of slice-families, and ψ i be a partitioning function for S i . The timed automata A ex (S) and A(S) are bisimilar if for each cell e (g,h) ∈ K(S) and each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} e (g,h) ψ −1 i (a (i,gi−1) ) = ∅ ∀ h or (23a)
V. CONDITIONS FOR THE PARTITIONING
The purpose of this section is to set up conditions under which a partition of a state space generates sound, complete, and refinable abstractions.
A. Sound and Complete Abstractions
A useful abstraction shall preserve safety. Therefore, the following is defined [12] .
Definition 17 (Sound Abstraction): Let Γ = (X, f ) be a dynamical system and suppose its state space X is partitioned by K(S) = {e 1 , . . . , e k }. Let the initial states X 0 = i∈I e i , with I ⊆ {1, . . . , k}. Then a timed automaton
(24b) If a sound abstraction A is safe then Γ is also safe, as the the abstraction reaches all locations reached by Γ = (X, f ).
Definition 18 (Complete Abstraction): Let Γ be a dynamical system and suppose its state space X is partitioned by K(S) = {e 1 , . . . , e k } and let the initial states be X 0 = i∈I e i , with I ⊆ {1, . . . , k}. Then a timed automaton A = (L, L 0 , C, Σ, I, ∆) with L 0 = {e i |i ∈ I} is said to be a complete abstraction of Γ on [t 1 , t 2 ] if it is a sound abstraction and ∀ t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ] and for each e i ∈ Reach [t,t] 
(25b) If a complete abstraction A is safe (unsafe) then Γ is also safe (unsafe).
Remark 3: To demand that an abstraction is complete is not sufficient, since an abstraction with only one location abstracting the entire state space is also complete.
Proposition 6 (Proof in [10] ): A timed automaton A ex = A 1 || . . . ||A k , with locations abstracting extended cells, is a sound (complete) abstraction of the system Γ if and only if A 1 , . . . , A k are sound (complete) abstractions of Γ.
Sufficient conditions for soundness and completeness of an abstraction are set up in the following.
Proposition 7 (Proof in [10] ): A timed automaton A(S) is a sound abstraction of the system Γ, if its invariants and guards are formed using
whereψ i (x) is defined as shown in (3). Proposition 8 (Proof in [10] ): Let S = {S i |i = 1, . . . , k} be a collection of slice-families and let
A deterministic timed automaton is a complete abstraction if 1) t S (i,g i ) = t S (i,g i ) = t (i,gi) and 2) for any g ∈ G with g i ≥ 2 there exists a time
B. Refinable Abstraction
To ensure that an abstraction can obtain any desired accuracy, it should be refinable according to the following definitions.
Definition 19 (Refinement of Partition): Let the partition K(S) be generated by the slice-families S = {S i |i = 1, . . . , k}. Then the partition K(S) is a refinement of K(S) if and only if for any e ∈ K(S) there is a cellẽ ∈ K(S) such thatẽ ⊆ e.
(29) Definition 20 (Refinable Abstraction): An abstraction A(S) of a system Γ is said to be refinable if for all ǫ > 0 there exists an abstraction A(S), where K(S) is a refinement of K(S), such that for allẽ ∈ K(S)
where B(ǫ) is a ball with radius ǫ and some center. The least ǫ that satisfies (30) for allẽ ∈ K(S) is called the radius of the partition. We see that combining Definition 18 and Definition 20 yields the following corollary.
Corollary 1: If the system Γ is abstracted with a complete and refinable abstraction A(S), then for all ǫ > 0 there exists a partition A(S) such that for all t ∈ [t 1 , t 2 ]
(31) Corollary 1 states that a complete and refinable abstraction can approximate the reachable states of a system Γ arbitrarily close; hence, this type of abstraction solves Problem 1.
In the next proposition we answer the question of minimal number of slice-families necessary to construct a refinable abstraction.
Proposition 9 (Proof in [10] ): If A(S) is a refinable abstraction of a system Γ, then S is a collection of n slicefamilies.
The conditions for obtaining sound, complete, and refinable abstractions have been set up. In the next section existential results related to synthesizing such abstractions using Lyapunov functions are provided.
VI. PARTITIONING THE STATE SPACE USING LYAPUNOV FUNCTIONS
Usually, Lyapunov functions are associated to systems with stable equilibria, but recall from Definition 1 that in this context they are associated to dynamical systems with hyperbolic equilibria. This is done to obtain partitioning functions suitable for both stable and unstable systems.
A. Refinable Abstraction
To obtain a refinable abstraction of (1) it is seen from Proposition 9, that the partition should be generated by n slice-families. Furthermore, if each slice-family is constructed by sub-level sets of the same Lyapunov function, then the partitioning is refinable, as the boundaries of its sub-level sets
can be located arbitrarily close to each other. Proposition 10 (Proof in [10] ): Let n > 1. For any Morse-Smale system (see Chapter 4 in [13] ) on R n there exists n transversal Lyapunov functions.
From this it is concluded that there exists a refinable partition for all hyperbolic Morse-Smale systems.
B. Sound Abstraction
To obtain a sound abstraction of (1), its state space must be partitioned utilizing at least one slice-family and generate a timed automaton satisfying Proposition 7.
This can be obtained by choosing t S (g,h) in (18) and t S (g,h) in (19b) as stated in Proposition 7. Therefore, any system for which a Lyapunov function exists can be abstracted with a sound abstraction.
C. Complete Abstraction
A complete abstraction of (1) can be obtained by constructing a partition generated by Lyapunov functions, which satisfies Proposition 8.
Proposition 11 (Proof in [10] ): Let each slice-family of S = {S i |i = 1, . . . , k} be associated with a Lyapunov function ψ i (x) for the system Γ, such that S (i,j) = ψ −1 i ([a (i,j−1) , a (i,j) ]) and let ψ i (x) = αψ i (x) ∀x ∈ R n .
Then A(S) is a complete abstraction of Γ. Proposition 12 (Proof in [10] ): For any hyperbolic linear system Γ there exists n transversal Lyapunov functions ψ i (x) each satisfying ψ i (x) = αψ i (x) ∀x ∈ R n .
(34) Remark 4: It is seen that it is possible to obtain a complete abstraction of any hyperbolic linear system, even when cell clocks are discarded, i.e. utilizing one clock less that in the abstraction presented in [4] .
VII. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE Consider the following two-dimensional linear systeṁ
A partition of the state space of the unity diagonal systeṁ
and a conjugate of this applying to (35) is shown in Fig. 2 . From the figure it is seen that the shape of the partition changes according to the vector field and that it is possible to synthesize a complete abstraction of the considered system. Phase plot (blue arrows) of a system with complex-valued eigenvalues and a partition formed by the level curves (red and green lines) of two different quadratic Lyapunov functions. On the left the partition for (36) is illustrated, while the partition for (35) is illustrated on the right.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper a method for abstracting hyperbolic dynamical systems by timed automata has been proposed. The method is based on partitioning the state space of the dynamical systems by set-differences of invariant sets.
To enable both verification and falsification of safety properties for the considered system based on the abstraction, conditions for soundness, completeness, and refinability have been set up. Furthermore, it is shown that the abstraction can be obtained as a parallel composition of multiple timed automata under certain conditions. Finally, it is shown that there exist sound and refinable abstractions for hyperbolic Morse-Smale systems. Additionally, it is shown that there exist complete and refinable abstractions for all hyperbolic linear systems.
